
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of strategy consulting. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for strategy consulting

A unique opportunity to improve your skills in the market leader within the
tech space through coaching and formal training
Leading engagements
Operating at the C-Level, you will assist your clients in successfully managing
their technology investments and define their “Go-to-Market” IT strategies
You will be responsible for a portfolio of accounts that consist of
multinational, global or large-scale organisations in the Energy and Utilities
sector
Working closely with C-level IT professionals to gain understanding of the
engagement objectives, of the client's strategy, environment and constraints
and assure that recommendations can be implemented
Personally project manage and collaborate with compensation and HR
leadership to drive the creation of compensation programs and budget
proposals in partnership with Finance leadership
Drive consulting standardization to deliver consistent, high quality strategic
consulting work to the business
Align the global comp team around key compensation philosophies and
approaches to drive one consistent methodology
Collaborate with Comp Operations and Enablement to drive change
management initiatives holistically from the executive staff, HR Business and
Management Partners, Managers, and employees
Leads smaller strategy engagements
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Preference given to candidates with a cumulative GPA of 3.5 or higher
An MBA, MS in Finance or related degree
Twelve plus years of turnaround consulting experience
University degree / expected degree of the leading financial or technical
university
Assume a role in an Arconic business unit that aligns with your career
aspirations and skill sets
Ability and willingness to adapt to the challenges of working in a remote
environment, including occasional travel on a need basis


